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Abstract

Automated essay scoring systems typically
rely on hand-crafted features to predict es-
say quality, but such systems are limited by
the cost of feature engineering. Neural net-
works offer an alternative to feature engineer-
ing, but they typically require more annotated
data. This paper explores network structures,
contextualized embeddings and pre-training
strategies aimed at capturing discourse char-
acteristics of essays. Experiments on three es-
say scoring tasks show benefits from all three
strategies in different combinations, with sim-
pler architectures being more effective when
less training data is available.

1 Introduction

In the context of large scale testing and online
learning systems, automated essay scoring (AES)
is an important problem. There has been work on
both improving the performance of these systems
and on validity studies (Shermis, 2014). The abil-
ity to evaluate student writing has always been im-
portant for language teaching and learning; now it
also extends to science, since the focus is shift-
ing towards assessments that can more accurately
gauge construct knowledge as compared to mul-
tiple choice questions (Shermis, 2014). Most ex-
isting systems for automatic essay scoring lever-
age hand crafted features, ranging from word-
counts to argumentation structure and coherence,
in linear regression and logistic regression mod-
els (Chodorow and Burstein, 2004; Shermis and
Burstein, 2013; Klebanov et al., 2016; Nguyen
and Litman, 2018). Improving feature-based
models requires extensive redesigning of features
(Taghipour and Ng, 2016). Due to high variabil-
ity in types of student essays, feature-based sys-
tems are often individually designed for specific
prompts (Burstein et al., 2013). This poses a chal-
lenge for building essay scoring systems.

These problems (and the success of deep learn-
ing in other areas of language processing) have
led to the development of neural methods for au-
tomatic essay scoring, moving away from fea-
ture engineering. A variety of studies (mostly
LSTM-based) have reported AES performance
comparable to or better than feature-based mod-
els (Taghipour and Ng, 2016; Cummins and Rei,
2018; Wang et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2018; Farag
et al., 2018; Zhang and Litman, 2018). However,
the current state-of-the-art models still use a com-
bination of neural models and hand-crafted fea-
tures (Liu et al., 2019).

While vanilla RNNs, particularly LSTMs, are
good at representing text sequences, essays are
longer structured documents and less well suited
to an RNN representation. Thus, our work looks
at advancing AES by exploring other architectures
that incorporate document structure for longer
documents. Discourse structure and coherence
are important aspects of essay writing and are of-
ten explicitly a part of grading rubrics. We ex-
plore methods that aim at discourse-aware mod-
els, through design of the model structure, use
of discourse-based auxiliary pretraining tasks, and
use of contextualized embeddings trained with
cross-sentence context (Devlin et al., 2018). In or-
der to better understand the relative advantages of
these methods, we compare performance on three
essay scoring tasks with different characteristics,
contrasting results with a strong feature-based sys-
tem.

Our work makes two main contributions. First,
we demonstrate that both discourse-aware struc-
tures and discourse-related pre-training (via aux-
iliary tasks or contextualized embeddings) bene-
fit performance of neural network systems. In a
TOEFL essay scoring task, we obtain a substan-
tial improvement over the state-of-the-art. Second,
we show that complex contextualized embedding
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models are not useful for tasks with small anno-
tated training sets. Simpler discourse-aware neu-
ral models are still useful, but they benefit from
combination with a feature-based model.

2 Method

2.1 Neural Models

The overall system involves a neural network to
map an essay to a vector, which is then used with
ordinal regression (McCullagh, 1980) for essay
scoring. For this work we consider two neural
models that incorporate document structure:

• Hierarchical recurrent network with attention
(HAN) (Yang et al., 2016)

• Bidirectional context with attention (BCA)
(Nadeem and Ostendorf, 2018)

Both models are LSTM based. HAN captures the
hierarchical structure within a document, by using
two stacked layers of LSTMs. The first layer takes
word embeddings as input and outputs contextual-
ized word representations. Self attention is used to
compute a sentence vector as a weighted average
of the contextualized word vectors. The second
LSTM takes sentence vectors as input and outputs
a document vector based on averaging using self
attention at the sentence level.

BCA extends HAN to account for cross sen-
tence dependencies. For each word, using the
contextualized word vectors output from the first
LSTM, a look-back and look-ahead context vector
is computed based on the similarity with words in
the previous and following sentence, respectively.
The final word representation is then created as a
concatenation of the LSTM output, the look-back
and look-ahead context vectors, and then used to
create a sentence vector using attention weights,
which feeds into the second LSTM. The represen-
tation of cross-sentence dependencies makes this
model discourse aware.

2.2 Auxiliary Training Tasks

Neural networks typically require more training
data than feature-based models, but unlike these
models, neural networks can make use of related
tasks to improve performance through pretraining.
We use additional data chosen with the idea that
having related tasks for pretraining can help the
model learn aspects that impact the main classifi-
cation problem. We use the following tasks:

• Natural language inference (NLI): given a
pair of sentences, predict their relation as
neutral, contradictory, or entailment.
• Discourse marker prediction (DM): given a

pair of sentences, predict the category of dis-
course marker that connects them, e.g. “how-
ever” (corresponding to the idea opposition
category).

The NLI task has been shown to improve perfor-
mance for several NLP tasks (Cozma et al., 2018).
The DM prediction task is used since discourse
structure is an important aspect for essay writing.
Both tasks involve sentence pairs, so they impact
the first-level LSTM of the HAN and BCA mod-
els.

The use of contextualized embeddings can also
be thought of as pre-training with an auxiliary task
of language modeling (or masked language mod-
eling). In this work, we chose the bidirectional
transformer architecture (BERT) embeddings (De-
vlin et al., 2018), which uses a transformer ar-
chitecture trained on two tasks, masked language
model and next sentence prediction. We hypothe-
sized that the next sentence prediction would cap-
ture aspects of discourse coherence.

2.3 Training Methods
All HAN models and a subset of BCA models
are initialized with pretrained Glove word embed-
dings1 (Pennington et al., 2014). All models are
trained with the essay training data.

For models that are pretrained, the word-level
LSTM and bidirectional context with attention
(for BCA), are common for all tasks used in train-
ing. Given the word-level representations, the
model computes attention weights over words for
the target task (DM, NLI or essay scoring). The
sentence representation is then computed by aver-
aging the word representations using task-specific
attention weights. For the pretraining tasks, the
sentence representations the two sentences in the
pair are concatenated, passed through a feedfor-
ward neural network, and used with task-specific
weights and biases to predict the label. For pre-
training the BCA with the auxiliary tasks, the for-
ward context vector is computed for the first sen-
tence and the backward context vector is computed
for the second sentence. This allows the model to
learn the similarity projection matrix during pre-
training.

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.42B.300d.zip
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For the essay scoring task there is another
sentence-level LSTM on top of the word-level
LSTM, with sentence-level attention, followed by
task-specific weights and biases. Pretraining is
followed by training with the essay data, with all
model parameters updated during training, except
for the auxiliary task-specific word-level attention,
feedforward networks, weights and biases. The
network used for BCA with pretraining tasks is
shown in Figure 1. The hyper-parameters were
tuned for the auxiliary tasks and the essay scor-
ing task. To incorporate BERT embeddings in our
model, we freeze the BERT model, and learn con-
textualized token embeddings for our data using
the base uncased model. The tokens are from the
second-to-last hidden layer, since we are not fine-
tuning the model and the last layer is likely to be
more tuned to the original BERT training tasks.
These embeddings are then used as input to the
BCA model (BERT-BCA), which is then trained
on the essay scoring task.

3 Experiments

3.1 Data
The first set of essay data is the ETS Corpus of
Non-Native Written English from the Linguistic
Data Consortium (LDC) (Blanchard et al., 2013)
consisting of 12,100 TOEFL essays.2

The data has essay scores given as high,
medium or low. Two train/test splits are used:

• Split 1 from LDC, 11,000 training essays and
1100 test essays

• Split 2 from (Klebanov et al., 2016), 6074
training essays and 2023 test essays

Split 1 is a larger publicly available set, and split
2 is used in the prior published work on this data.
The data distribution is shown in Table 1. The data
is skewed, with the medium score being the major-
ity class.

To evaluate model performance on smaller data
sets, we use essays in Sets 1 and 2 of the Auto-
mated Student Assessment Prize (ASAP) Com-
petition.3 We chose the first two sets from the
ASAP data, since they are persuasive essays, and
are likely to benefit more from discourse-aware
pretraining. The two essay sets have topics in
computer usage and library censorship, respec-
tively. Data statistics of the two essay sets are

2https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2014T06
3http://www.kaggle.com/c/asap-aes

Data set Essays High Medium Low
Train/dev 11,000 3,835 5,964 1,202

Test 1,100 367 604 129
Train/dev 6,074 2,102 3,318 655

Test 2,023 700 1,101 222
Table 1: Label distribution in LDC TOEFL dataset.
Data is split into training and test sets: split 1 (upper
part) and split 2 (lower part).

Data set Essays Avg. len Score range
1 1783 350 2-12
2 1800 350 1-6

Table 2: Data statistics for essay sets 1 and 2 of ASAP
corpus.

shown in Table 2. Since only the training sam-
ples are available for both sets, we report results
for 5-fold cross-validation using the same splits as
(Taghipour and Ng, 2016).

Pretraining tasks use two data sets. The NLI
task uses the Stanford natural language inference
(SNLI) data set (Bowman et al., 2015). We cast
our NLI task as a four-way classification task, be-
cause a subset of the data does not have gold la-
bels. Unlabeled examples were used with an “X”
label. While tuning on the main task, we found
that including the fourth NLI label gave better per-
formance on the essay scoring than not using it.

The DM task is based on a collection of over
13K free books from www.smashwords.com
– an online book distribution platform.4 Labeled
discourse marker data was created by identifying
sentence pairs that had a discourse marker at the
start of the second sentence. We used 87 dis-
course markers, which were then mapped to seven
groups, for a total of 581,650 sentence pairs. A set
of randomly-selected 95,450 consecutive sentence
pairs without discourse markers was added to the
data set as negative examples, leading to an eight
way classification task. Example discourse marker
categories include:

• Idea opposition: nonetheless, on the other
hand, however

• Idea justification: in other words, for exam-
ple, alternatively

• Time relation: meanwhile, in the past, si-
multaneously

4The data set published by (Zhu et al., 2015) is no longer
available, so we compiled our own data set.

www.smashwords.com
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Figure 1: Network structure for BCA with pretraining tasks.

The complete set of labels, number of samples and
mapping scheme are given in Appendix A.

3.2 Training Configurations
We explore the following setups to train AES
models for the LDC-TOEFL essays:

1. Training using only LDC essay data;
2. Pretraining with one task (either NLI or DM

prediction), followed by training with the es-
say data;

3. Pretraining alternating between the two aux-
iliary tasks (NLI-DM), followed by training
with the essay data; and

4. Training the BCA model with only the essay
data, using static BERT token embeddings as
input to the model.

For the ASAP data, we used the third training con-
figuration.

For the pretraining tasks, 10% of the training
data is used as a held out development set. On
pretraining tasks, the BCA model achieves accu-
racy 0.60 (8 classes) on the development set of
DM data, and accuracy 0.78 (4 classes) on the ded-
icated test set of SNLI data (Bowman et al., 2015).

Ten-fold cross validation was used for the LDC
essay data, five-fold for the ASAP data. A vo-
cabulary size of 75000 was used for all the ex-
periments, except those trained with BERT to-
ken embeddings. Dropout and early stopping was
used for regularization, including variational re-
current dropout (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016) at
both LSTM layers. Hyper-parameter training was
used to find the optimal dropout and determine
early stopping. Network sizes, dropout and num-
ber of epochs over the training data are listed in
Table 3.5

5Trained models and code is available at
https://github.com/Farahn/AES

Shared parameters
Word level LSTM 150

Word level attention weight size 75
Sentence level LSTM 150

Sentence level attention weight size 50
Dropout rate 0.25-0.5

BERT embedding size 768
Auxiliary task parameters

Feed-forward network layer 1 500
Feed-forward network layer 2 250

Training epochs
Essay data 35-45
NLI data 15-25
DM data 5-7

Table 3: Hyper-parameters

3.3 Baselines

We develop a feature-based model that combines
text readability (Vajjala and Meurers, 2014; Vaj-
jala, 2018) and argument mining features (Nguyen
and Litman, 2018). In our implementation, we re-
move one set of basic features, e.g., word counts,
spelling errors etc., since they are present in both
models and keep the set from (Vajjala and Meur-
ers, 2014). Given the extracted features, a gra-
dient boosting algorithm is used to learn a re-
gression model. Predicted scores are scaled and
rounded to calculate Quadratic Weighted Kappa
(QWK) against the true scores. These two fea-
ture sets are chosen because they incorporate dis-
course features in AES. In (Vajjala and Meurers,
2014), the authors used the addDiscourse toolkit
(Pitler et al., 2009), which takes as input the syn-
tactic tree of the sentence, and tags the discourse
connectives, e.g., therefore, however, and their
senses, e.g., CONTINGENCY.Cause, COMPAR-
ISON.Contrast. These automated annotations are
then used to calculate connective based features,
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e.g., number of discourse connectives per sen-
tence, number of each sense. In (Nguyen and Lit-
man, 2018), an end-to-end pipeline system was
built to parse input essays for argument structures.
The system identifies argument components, e.g.,
claims, premises, in essay sentences, and deter-
mines if a support relation is present between each
pair of components. Based on that, the authors ex-
tract 33 argumentative features used for their AES
model.

In addition, we build neural baselines using ex-
isting sentence representations as input to a docu-
ment level LSTM. Specifically, we compare: i) the
BERT sentence encoder, taking the sentence rep-
resentation from the second-to-last hidden layer of
BERT (as in BERT-BCA) and ii) the Universal
sentence encoder (USE) (Cer et al., 2018), which
is trained on multiple down-stream tasks includ-
ing classification and sentiment analysis. Unlike
for BERT, there are no sequential sentence tasks
used in training USE, so we claim that USE is
not discourse-aware. The vectors output from the
LSTM are then averaged using attention weights
to generate a document representation, as in the
HAN and BCA models, so these baselines are
also hierarchical models and will be referred to as
BERT-HAN and USE-HAN, respectively. For both
setups, the sentence vectors are frozen and not up-
dated during training; initial experiments found no
performance gain from fine-tuning.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 LDC TOEFL Essays

The results are shown in Table 4, together with
previously reported results for feature-based au-
tomatic essay scoring systems from (Klebanov
et al., 2016) (Klebanov16) and (Nguyen and Lit-
man, 2018) (Nguyen18). Significance testing was
done on the test set using bootstrap.

All neural models outperform previously re-
ported results on split 2, with the exception
of USE-HAN, as does the augmented feature-
based baseline implemented here. Using the
new feature-based system as the baseline for sig-
nificance testing, only the results from BERT-
BCA give a statistically significant improvement
(p <0.01). The two models that do not explicitly
use discourse cues, HAN and USE-HAN, have the
lowest scores of the neural models. The best result
is obtained when we combine contextualized to-
ken level embeddings from BERT with the cross-

Model Split 1 Split 2
Arg (Klebanov16) - 0.344

Length (Klebanov16) - 0.518
Arg + Len (Klebanov16) - 0.540

Nguyen18 - 0.622
Feature baseline 0.659 0.642

USE-HAN 0.626 0.618
BERT-HAN 0.688 0.680

HAN 0.635 0.623
NLI-HAN 0.643 0.630
DM-HAN 0.651 0.654

NLI-DM-HAN 0.655 0.644
BCA 0.637 0.636

NLI-BCA 0.652 0.647
DM-BCA 0.661 0.661

NLI-DM-BCA 0.659 0.663
BERT-BCA 0.729 0.715

Table 4: Results for the essay scoring task on LDC
TOEFL corpus for both splits reported in QWK.

sentence attention in BCA. This indicates that the
two methods are complementary and useful for
writing evaluation.

Figure 2 shows the confusion matrices for the
USE-HAN baseline, DM-BCA and BERT-BCA
systems for the LDC TOEFL split 1. The con-
fusion matrices indicate that both USE-HAN and
DM-BCA over-predict the essay scores compared
to BERT-BCA, i.e. assign a higher scoring cat-
egory than the true score. The problem is most
severe for USE-HAN, which correctly labels only
40% of the low test samples.

3.4.2 ASAP Essays
Results are reported for 5-fold CV. For each of
the splits, 20% data is used to tune the dropout
rate, learning rate and number of iterations. Since
there was a small variation in the optimal param-
eters for the 5 folds, we used the average of the
parameters from the first two sets for training all
five folds. The test QWK is computed by taking
the true labels and predictions for all 5 test sets.
For the ASAP data set, we report performances of
our feature baseline, the best sentence representa-
tion model, and the best pretrained BCA model.
In addition, we present a simple combination of
the feature-based and BCA model, averaging the
scores predicted by the two models. The results
are shown in table 5.

For both ASAP sets, feature based models per-
form better than the neural models. We hypoth-
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(a) USE-HAN Baseline (b) DM-BCA (c) BERT-BCA

Figure 2: Confusion matrices for the USE-HAN baseline vs. the best neural models on LDC TOEFL split 1.

Model ASAP 1 ASAP 2
TSLF (Liu 2019) 0.852 0.736
Feature baseline 0.833 0.692

BERT-HAN 0.748 0.627
NLI-DM-BCA 0.800 0.671

NLI-DM-BCA+features 0.840 0.711

Table 5: Results for the essay scoring task for ASAP
sets 1 and 2 reported in QWK.

esize that this is due to having less training data
than for the TOEFL essays. Using the pretrained
BERT-HAN model does significantly worse than
the pretrained NLI-DM-BCA model. Combining
the best neural and feature-based model gives a
small, but insignificant performance gain. A more
sophisticated combination would likely yield bet-
ter results.

The current state-of-the art is the two stage
learning framework (TSLF) (Liu et al., 2019). The
model has two components, one using sentence
representation from BERT input to an RNN (simi-
lar to our BERT-HAN), and the second component
uses hand crafted features. The BERT sentence
representations are used to learn an essay score, a
prompt-relevance score and a “coherence” score,
trained on original and permuted essays. Docu-
ment representations from the neural network and
the hand crafted features are then used together in
a gradient-boosting decision tree to predict the fi-
nal essay score.

4 Analysis and Discussion

We hypothesized that good quality essays would
be more coherent. To see if this is captured by
the learned sentence representations, we examined
sentence similarities in the TOEFL essays in rela-
tion to the essay score. Taking the sentence vector

sim2 simall

Model Min σ Min σ

USE-HAN -0.180 0.214 -0.440 0.400
BERT-HAN -0.012 0.013 -0.047 -0.005

HAN 0.021 -0.023 0.069 -0.051
DM-HAN -0.414 0.365 -0.437 0.460

BCA -0.394 0.362 -0.571 0.632
DM-BCA -0.448 0.433 -0.554 0.589

BERT-BCA 0.052 -0.071 0.186 -0.153
Table 6: Correlation of sim2 and simall with the true
essay scores for LDC TOEFL split 1.

Figure 3: Sentence similarity for DM-BCA, left is a
high scoring essay (ID 108264), right is a low scoring
essay (ID 10226).

outputs from the second LSTM layer for essay i
for a particular model for LDC split 1, we com-
pute the cosine similarity of each sentence with its
neighboring sentence sim2 and with all other sen-
tences simall. We then compute the correlation of
the mean, min and standard deviation of both sim2

and simall with the true labels. The mean gave no
meaningful differences between models, but there
were differences for the min and standard devia-
tion (σ), which are presented in Table 6.

In terms of correlation between essay scores
and min/variance of sentence similarity, the high-
est correlations are associated with the models
that use explicit discourse-aware approaches: DM
pre-training and/or the BCA architecture (with-
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Figure 4: Sentence similarity for BERT-HAN, left is a
high scoring essay (ID 108264), right is a low scoring
essay (ID 10226).

out BERT). The correlation values indicate that
these sentence representations capture aspects of
text structure that are reflected in a positive trend
for the variance and negative trends for minimum
sentence similarity. This suggests that discussion
on multiple topics/aspects, as opposed to a sin-
gle theme, tends to result in high scoring essays,
as visualized in Figure 3 for DM-BCA. The fact
that low-scoring essays have higher cross-sentence
similarity likely reflects a less varied use of vocab-
ulary than higher coherence.

Both BERT-HAN and BERT-BCA lead to rep-
resentations for which sentence similarity has
lower variance and lower correlation of the stan-
dard deviation with essay quality. The BERT-BCA
sentence embedding similarities, illustrated for the
same essays in Figure 4, seem to be learning a
fundamentally different representation, but clearly
also useful. In both cases, the BERT embeddings
are learned using the next sentence prediction ob-
jective (together with the masked language model
objective). We hypothesize that AES performance
improvement with BERT, i.e., BERT-HAN and
BERT-BCA, may be due to contextualized word
representations (within and cross-sentence), re-
ducing the need for BCA cross-sentence attention,
as seen by the good performance of the BERT-
HAN model, which has no explicit cross-sentence
dependencies.

An initial investigation of sentence-level atten-
tion weights suggests that weights tend to be more
uniform for low scoring essays and show more
variation for higher scoring ones. However we ob-
serve no meaningful difference between the differ-
ent models.

For both BERT-HAN and BERT-BCA, we froze
the sentence and token embeddings (respectively)
for use in our models. Our experiments indicated
that it is hard to fine-tune the BERT model with the
limited training data available for the LDC TOEFL

and ASAP training sets. Experiments showed that
freezing the model and using tokens as input to
the model gave similar performance as fine-tuning
BERT, and was much easier to optimize. For the
ASAP data, initial experiments using BERT token
embeddings as input to BCA gave significantly
worse performance than the best BCA model. Fine
tuning in this case also proved more challenging,
and results indicated that it did not perform better
than freezing sentence embeddings.

5 Related Work

Neural networks have already shown promising
results for AES. Our work differs from prior ef-
forts primarily in the particular architecture that
we use. Most prior work uses LSTMs (Farag et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2018; Cummins and Rei, 2018)
or a combination LSTMs and CNNs (Taghipour
and Ng, 2016; Zhang and Litman, 2018), cast as
linear or logistic regression problems. In con-
trast, we use a hierarchically structured model
with ordinal regression. The work by (Farag et al.,
2018) is similar in that they model local text co-
herence, though the coherence features are for de-
tecting adversarial examples and not used directly
in essay scoring. The neural essay scoring sys-
tem presented in (Cummins and Rei, 2018) also
uses a multitask framework, but the auxiliary task
is grammatical error detection. In our work, we
found that adding grammatical error features im-
proved an existing feature-based system, and we
expect that grammar error detection would be a
useful auxiliary task for our neural model as well.

There is no single data set that all systems report
on, which makes it difficult to compare results.
For the TOEFL data, where prior published work
uses feature-based systems (Klebanov et al., 2016;
Nguyen and Litman, 2018), our system provides
state-of-the-art results. For the ASAP data, where
there are published studies using neural networks,
the best scoring systems use ensembling and/or
combine neural and feature-based approaches (Liu
et al., 2019; Taghipour and Ng, 2016). Such meth-
ods would likely also benefit our model, but the
focus here was on the use of auxiliary pretraining
tasks.

Our study explored the hierarchical attention
network (HAN) (Yang et al., 2016) and bidi-
rectional context with attention (BCA) network
(Nadeem and Ostendorf, 2018). Other neural
network architectures for document classification
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could also be explored, e.g., (Le and Mikolov,
2014; Ji and Smith, 2017; Card et al., 2018). Nu-
merous previous studies have looked at using ex-
ternal data to improve performance of neural clas-
sifiers. One study that influenced our work is (Jer-
nite et al., 2017), which showed that discourse-
based tasks such as sentence order and conjunc-
tion prediction can improve neural sentence rep-
resentations for several NLP tasks. This study
used the Book Corpus data (Zhu et al., 2015) and
the Gutenberg data (Stroube, 2003) for discourse-
based tasks. Our task is similar, but we use a larger
set of discourse markers.

Representations from pretrained models includ-
ing (Devlin et al., 2018; Cer et al., 2018; Pe-
ters et al., 2018) have led to performance im-
provements across a variety of downstream NLP
tasks. As shown in the previous section, token and
sentence embeddings from BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018) were useful for the essay scoring task, for
which more data was available. In contrast to
our work, which did not find the BERT sentence
embeddings as useful for the ASAP data (when
used in a hierarchical document model), BERT
was found to be useful for ASAP in (Liu et al.,
2019), where neural and hand-crafted features are
used jointly in classification. While we experi-
mented with both freezing and fine-tuning BERT,
we observed no difference in model performance
with fine-tuning. Work by (Peters et al., 2019) has
shown that fine tuning BERT vs. freezing can give
significant performance improvements for textual
similarity tasks, but it is not significant for natural
language inference tasks.

6 Conclusions

In this work we show that using a neural model
with cross-sentence dependencies and having a
discourse-based training task can improve perfor-
mance on automatic essay scoring over both the
feature-based state-of-the-art models and hierar-
chical LSTMs for the LDC TOEFL essay data.
The natural language inference task, although use-
ful for other text classification tasks, does not con-
tribute as much to essay scoring. Using pretrained
BERT tokens can further improve performance on
the TOEFL data, indicating that other discourse-
aware tasks, such as next sentence prediction, help
essay scoring. For the ASAP data sets, our aug-
mented feature-based system outperforms our best
neural models, which may be due to the small

amount of training data. The better results in (Liu
et al., 2019) are achieved with a model that learns
the combination of hand-crafted features and the
neural document representation. Thus, for tasks
with limited labeled data, there is still a place for
hand-crafted features.

Like other neural models, our approach suffers
from a lack of interpretability. While our analysis
of sentence similarity with the DM-BCA model
provides some useful insights into differences be-
tween high and low scoring TOEFL essays, the
best scoring model did not have the same behavior.
This remains an open problem.
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A Discourse marker data

The data for discourse marker prediction task
was created using over 13,000 books from www.
smashwords.com. Sentence pairs with 87 dis-
course markers were selected, mapped to seven
groups. The distribution of labels is shown in Ta-
ble 7.

The mapping of labels to groups is given below:

• Idea justification: in other words, in partic-
ular, this means that, in fact, for example, al-
ternatively, for instance, to exemplify, specif-
ically, instead, indeed, as an example, as an
alternative, actually, as an illustration, as a
matter of fact

• Time relation: meanwhile, in the past, si-
multaneously, thereafter, after a while, by
then, in turn, in the future, at the same time,
previously, in the meantime

• Idea support: for this reason, therefore, thus,
consequently, hence, as a consequence, as a
result, that is the reason why, the reason is
that, accordingly, this shows that, for that rea-
son, thereby, one of the main reasons

• Idea opposition: nonetheless, on the other
hand, however, conversely, on the contrary,

Category Number of samples
Idea justification 144022

Time relation 24600
Idea support 67223

Idea opposition 181949
Idea expansion 67800

Alternative 7203
Conclusion 88853

Negative samples 95450
Table 7: Categories and data distribution for the dis-
course marker prediction task.

in comparison, by contrast, in opposition, in
contrast, still, by comparison, nevertheless

• Idea expansion: in like manner, likewise, in
addition, also, moreover, equally important,
what is more, additionally, in the same way,
furthermore, besides, in addition to this, sim-
ilarly

• Alternative: else, otherwise

• Conclusion: ultimately, in the end, in clos-
ing, finally, in brief, last but not least, in sum,
to summarize, lastly, at the end of the day,
in short, after all, in conclusion, to conclude,
overall, eventually, at last, all in all, on the
whole, briefly, in summary

www.smashwords.com
www.smashwords.com

